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Wheater's Basic Pathology: A Text, Atlas and Review of Histopathology, 5th Edition, by Barbara
Young, BSc, Med Sci(Hons), PhD, MB, BChir, MRCP, FRCPA, Geraldine O'Dowd, BSc(Hons),
MBChB(Hons), FRCPath and William Stewart, BSc (Hons), MBChB, PhD, DipFMS, FRCPath is
a pathology resource that offers a comprehensive introduction to the subject first by covering
fundamental pathological processes and then addressing the common diseases encountered in
systems pathology. Hundreds of high-quality images illustrate the essential features of pathology
and make it easy to make definitive comparisons to your own lab samples, while concise
captions enable you to quickly and easily understand key points. New online access via Student
Consult further enhances your study of the material with additional valuable content including
USMLE-style questions and much more. Wheater's Basic Pathology is an excellent companion
resource for users of Wheater's Functional Histology, Wheater's Review of Histology, and Basic
Pathology, or Robbins and Cotran Pathology Flash Cards.Offers discussions of basic
pathological processes as well as coverage of common diseases encountered in systems
pathology for a complete review.Includes comprehensive updates, with relevant molecular
pathology issues explained in the context of the clinical presentation, the treatment implications,
and the underlying pathological processesPresents nearly 650 images of the highest quality that
vividly and clearly illustrate the essential features of pathology and enable you to make definitive
comparisons to your own lab views.Features concise text that distills basic and complex
information into a coherent explanation to help you understand key points quickly and
easily.Provides keys to the lettering in images at the bottom of each page, saving you time in
reviewing figures.Serves as a companion text to Wheater’s Functional Histology, 5th Edition,
offering a comparison of normal histology with the pathological changes in disease.Features a
short review section at the end of each chapter covering the key point of the chapter in brief form
for the perfect pairing of reference and review.Includes online access to Student Consult where
you'll find the complete text and illustrations from the book, fully searchable • and additional
USMLE-style questions for self assessmentProvides additional colored text boxes with clinical-
pathological correlations that explain the relevance of the pathological processes underlying
common diseases and their complications.FOR FACULTYFeatures online access to Evolve
Resources including a high-resolution image bank with all the illustrations, figures and tables
from the book, and a test bank.

"The fact that this book has reached its fifth edition speaks for itself… In its new format, it uses a
more clinical approach, which will appeal to modern students and their clinically oriented
teachers… the first and only choice for all those pathologists who are still teaching microscopic
pathology to their medical students." – Doody’s Review, 4 StarsAbout the AuthorGeraldine



O’Dowd is a Consultant Diagnostic Pathologist for Lanarkshire NHS Board and Honorary
Clinical Senior Lecturer, University of Glasgow, Glasgow. Geraldine lead the author team on the
most recent edition of Wheater’s Pathology, as well as being both a previous author on the 5th
edition of that title and an author on the 6th edition of Wheater’s Functional Histology
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Brooke Moungey, “Excellent histopathology reference. I'm using this book for histopathology
during my second year of med school and as a reference for the future. My pathology professor
recommended it for its excellent images and easy to understand accompaning text. He was
completely correct. What I really like about this book is that it gives me additional images to look
at that are clearly labelled and very high quality. I also like that the book has a LOT of images,
not just 1 per page with a vast majority of text like some other "atlas and text" references. But
there is still enough text to explain the images in a clear and easily understandable way. Has
helped me make sense of histo so much this year. It's also a pretty thin book for the amount of
material it contains and is very well organized so I can find things easily. This means that I can
bring it to class with me if I want without carrying a 2 ton brick in my backpack.”

JJBBM, “Great for US med student. Really good book for a medical student, particularly if you
are a US medical student.Even though it's pretty off the radar and not on everyone's top list of
study materials (like Goljan, Pathoma, BRS, etc.), it actually has a ton of high yield Path material
for Step 1. The histopath micrographs are correlated with clinical descriptions in a nice way. The
end of each chapter has useful tables. Use it as you go along with each organ system in Path.”

Phillip, “Pretty sick for a text book.... Hey book looks good, basicly no asinged readings in my
course so it's all about self directed homework. This book along with Robins Path is all Im using
for tertiary Pathology and I'm doing fine. The pretty pictures in Wheaters are the shiz! as far as
studying for my Prac exam.Anyway if your interested or studying path I recomend it for a read.”

O Durán, “Four Stars. It's a good basic pathology book with lots of nice pictures, it's well made
and the price is reasonable”

Thomas B. Roach, “I love it but need to look up every other word. This is a book for med
students. I love it but need to look up every other word. Good for my dying brain.”

ELIAHU KATZ, “Five Stars. aa”

Mudathir Alim, “Five Stars. A Very-well written book!! I bought it for a Histopathology class and
I'm keeping it as a reference!”

Bonsang Koo, “Five Stars. It has good quality.”

Ms. S. Delaney, “Wheater's Basic Pathology: A Text, Atlas and Review of Histopathology: With
STUDENT CONSULT Online Access (Wheater's Histology a. Excellent, it has everything that
you could ever need. Numerous images that have many descriptions that is very informative.



Essential book for Histology”

RF, “Zero problems. Good job. Arrived on time no problems at all”

AKM, “Five Stars. Thank you.”

Vito, “Five Stars. The best in this field...”

The book by Donna Jeanne Haraway has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 37 people have provided
feedback.
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